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  In this thesis, we investigate the validity of the minisuperspace in the 

context of quantum cosmology in 2 dimensions and 4 dimensions. 

  The aim of quantum cosmology is to describe the quantum initial states 

of the universe where the quantum gravitational effects is important. The 

quantum states of the universe is described by the wave function of the uni-

verse which can be defined individually by canonical quantization or by path 

integral quantization. In the canonical quantization of general relativity, the 

four-dimensional diffeomorphisms impose two constrains on the wave func-

tion; the Wheeler-DeWitt equation and the momentum constraints. The 

quantum states of the universe can be determined by solving these con-

straint equations in principle. These equations, however, are second order 

hyperbolic functional differential equations and are quite difficult to obtain 

the general solution. Therefore people have solved these equations in the 

minisuperspace approximation and/or the WKB approximation. 

  In 4 dimensions, it is assumed that the minisuperspace approximation 

is meaningful in the region where the WKB approximation is valid. In 

order to investigate this conjecture, we consider the system of the Einstein 

gravity coupled to a scalar field, and show numerically that the Friedmann 

minisuperspace approximation is valid only after the universe grows bigger 

than the Planck scale. This result indicates that the validity region for 

the minisuperspace approximation coincides with the one for the WKB 

approximation. 

  On the other hand, the 2-dimensional gravity is fascinating. The Ein-

stein action is, however, trivial in 2 dimensions, and therefore we must 

consider the  Lionville action which originates from the conformal anomaly 
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       of the path integral measure. In 2 dimensions, it is assumed that the  min-

        isuperspace is exact. In order to investigate this proposal, we consider the 

        Liouville field and conformal matter fields. We concentrate on the case of 

       annulus topology, and obtain the transition amplitude consisting only of the 

       zero modes of the fields when we take the c = 1 conformal matter field and 

        impose the Neumann boundary condition on the system. This result indi-

        cates that, in the our model, the minisuperspace represents the superspace 

        exactly in 2 dimensions. 
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                       I. INTRODUCTION 

  The aim of this thesis is to investigate how minisuperspace exists in superspace in the 

context of quantum cosmology. 

  What is meant by quantum cosmology? It is the theory which completely explains the 

presently observed state of the universe by the initial conditions in cosmology. The Big 

Bang model explains some of the features of the observed universe. There are, however, 

a number of problems which are not explained; the flatness, absence of horizons and the 

origin of the density fluctuations required to produce galaxies. The inflationary universe 

scenario, which started from the appearance of Guth's paper [1] and was constructed by 

quantized matter fields on a classically fixed gravitational background, has provided some 

possible explanation to the horizon and the flatness problems. Moreover, the desired 

density fluctuation spectrum is obtained by assuming that the matter fields start out 

in some particular quantum state. Recently, the anisotropy of the cosmic background 

radiation has been found by COBE [2]. It strongly supports the inflationary scenario as 

well as the Big Bang model. In the inflationary scenario, however, there is no way to 

incorporate the effects coming from initial states. It is impossible to treat them in the 

framework of the inflationary universe scenario. 

  Therefore, the most significant aim of quantum cosmology now may be determination 

of the initial states of the universe. In order to investigate this problem, it is necessary to 

go back beyond the inflationary period to the stage near the Planck scale where quantum 

gravitational effects can not be ignored. The initial states of the universe may be deter-

mined through the quantization of the gravitational fields as well as the matter fields. In 

order to describe the quantum states of the universe, we use the wave function or the 

transition amplitude of the universe; 
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 W  [h&,  (1)], (1.1) 

which can be defined individually by canonical quantization or by path integral quan-

tization. Here  hij(x) is the 3-metric and  (1)(x) is the matter field configuration on a 

3-hypersurface. Historically, the early works in quantum cosmology by the canonical 

quantization were established by DeWitt [3], by Misner [4] and by Wheeler [5] in 1960's. 

In 1980's, the modern approaches including the path integral quantization were estab-

lished by Hartle and Hawking [6] [7] [8], by Vilenkin [9] and by Linde [10]. These authors 

proposed possible boundary conditions or initial conditions on the wave function of the 

universe. 

  The explicit evaluation of the wave function, however, has not been established in the 

full quantum gravitational field theory. The proposals in the above works have been stated 

in a general form. The concrete calculations are all evaluated in some approximation; the 

minisuperspace approximation and/or the WKB approximation. This is unavoidable, 

because we have not yet obtained the complete gravitational theory beyond the Einstein 

gravity. One can straightforwardly quantize the classical Einstein theory in the similar way 

to the quantization of the ordinary matter or gauge fields. The present quantum gravity 

has a number of defects; the most difficult problem may be its nonrenormalizability. 

We notice that the defects are caused by the incompleteness of the present quantum 

gravitational theory, and hence we should regard it as an effective theory for the complete 

quantum gravitational theory. 

  From this view point, we assume that our present quantum gravitational theory (cos-

mology) is meaningful only in the region where the WKB approximation works, and 

that the validity region of the minisuperspace approximation may coincide with that of 

the WKB approximation. Briefly speaking, the minisuperspace approximation reduces 

the field theory to the quantum mechanics by assuming some symmetries; homogeneity, 
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isotropy, etc. In this approximation, we can easily treat the quantum gravitational sys-

tem. In other words, we assume that the calculations obtained in the minisuperspace are 

meaningful in a region where the WKB approximation is valid. 

  In this thesis, we investigate explicitly this proposal in 4 and 2 dimensions by following 

our discussions in Ref. [11] and Ref.  [12]. In 4 dimensions, we consider the system of the 

Einstein gravity and a scalar field, and show numerically that the Friedmann minisuper-

space approximation is valid only when the universe is bigger than the Planck scale. This 

result indicates that the validity region for the minisuperspace approximation coincides 

with the one for the WKB approximation. On the other hand, the Einstein action is triv-

ial in 2 dimensions, although 2-dimensional gravity is a fascinating object in studying the 

nature of quantum gravity. Therefore we must consider the Liouville action which origi-

nates from the anomaly of the path integral measure. In 2 dimensions, we consider the 

Liouville field and conformal matter fields. We concentrate on the case of annulus topol-

ogy, and obtain the transition amplitude consisting of the zero modes of the fields when 

we take the c = 1 conformal matter field and impose the Neumann boundary condition 

on the system. This result indicates that the minisuperspace represents the superspace 

exactly in 2 dimensions. 

  We should remark the difference between the gravitational theory in 4 dimensions 

and the one in 2 dimensions*. First of all, the classical theory exists in 4 dimensions (see 

§II.A), while it does not exist in 2 dimensions (see §IV). In other words, the 4 dimensional 

quantum gravity (cosmology) starts from the classical theory and always has its classical 

limit. On the other hand, the 2 dimensional quantum gravity starts as the quantum 

*Here we consider the Liouville field theory . 
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theory from beginning and does not have the classical limitt. Therefore, there are two 

quantization procedures in 4 dimensions; the canonical quantization and the path integral 

quantization (see  §II.B and §II.C). On the contrary, there is no procedure but the path 

integral quantization in 2 dimensions, because there are no classical theories. Secondly, 

the dynamical degrees of freedom for the gravitational field are different. The number of 

independent components is 2 in 4 dimensions, 0 in 3 dimensions (3-dimensional gravity 

is out of the scope in this thesis) and —1 in 2 dimensions. The number of elements of 

the symmetric metric is ten in 4 dimensions, and there are four primary constraints and 

four secondary constraints related with the 4-dimensional diffeomorphisms. Therefore the 

number of independent dynamical degrees of freedom is 2 in 4 dimensions, and the same 

calculations hold in 3 dimensions. In 2 dimensions, however, the situation is different and 

this fact is related to the lack of the canonical structure (see  §IV). 

  This thesis is organized as follows. In  §II, we will briefly review the general formulation 

of 4-dimensional quantum cosmology (see for example [13]). We will see the canonical 

structure of the classical Einstein gravity coupled with some matter field, then we will 

quantize the system by the canonical quantization and by the path integral quantization. 

In addition, we will discuss equivalence between the wave function of the universe by 

the canonical quantization and the one defined by the path integral quantization. In this 

section, we will introduce superspace and minisuperspace where the classical and quantum 

theory are set up. 

  In  §III, we will show our work that the validity region for the minisuperspace approx-

imation coincides with the one for the WKB approximation in 4 dimensions. We will 

 tWhen we take account of the dilaton field for instance, the classical theory exists. Thus the 

classical limit exists. 
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introduce the Friedmann minisuperspace model and the perturbed Friedmann minisuper-

space model by following the work of Halliwell and Hawking [14]. Then we will make the 

numerical analysis of the stability of the  Friedmann minisuperspace by following our work 

[11]. 

  In §IV, we will briefly review the general formulation of 2-dimensional quantum gravity 

(see for example [15]), and will rewrite it along the ADM decomposition used in the  4-

dimensional quantum cosmology  [12] [16]. 

  In §V, we will concentrate on the case of annulus topology and will obtain the transition 

amplitude consisting only of the zero modes of the fields. The result crucially depends on 

the case that we take the c = 1 conformal matter field and impose the Neumann boundary 

condition on the system [12]. 

  Finally, we will conclude this thesis in §VI. 
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  II. THE GENERAL FORMULATION OF 4-DIMENSIONAL QUANTUM 

                      COSMOLOGY 

  In this section, we will review the general formalism of 4-dimensional quantum cos-

mology in the Lorentzian signature. There are two methods to quantize general relativity. 

The one is the canonical quantization and the other is the path integral quantization (see 

for example [13]). 

  In the canonical quantization, time plays a special role, while the idea of relativity 

is to unify time and space. We consider a 3-hypersurface embedded in a 4-manifold on 

which the 4-metric is  g„,. The embedding is described by the ADM (1+3) decomposition 

of the 4-metric, 

           ds2 = —N2dt2 +  hi;  (Nidt +  dxi) (Nidt +  dxj) 

               = —(N2 —  NiNi)dt2 +  2Nidxidt  hijdxidxj. (2.1) 

Here N and  Ni are the lapse and shift functions, respectively, which become Lagrange 

multipliers related to a 4-diffeomorphism in the Einstein theory, and  hi; is the 3-metric 

on the 3-hypersurface. In 4 dimensions, we use the notation that the 4-index  ft runs from 

 0 to 3, and the spatial index i runs from 1 to 3. 

  On the other hand, the path integral quantization is a very powerful procedure when 

we impose a boundary condition on the 4-manifold [6]. However we must also consider 

the 3-hypersurface in order to obtain the quantum states of the universe. Therefore the 

ADM (1+3) decomposition is important even in the path integral quantization. 

  By following the ADM (1+3) decomposition, we will see the canonical structure of 

general relativity with some matter field in §II.A. In  §II.B and §II.C, we will review the 

canonical quantization and the path integral quantization respectively. After seeing these 

two quantizations, we will discuss the equivalence between them formally in §II.D and 
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explicitly in  §II.E. In §II.E, we will introduce minisuperspace. 

                   A. Classical theory  -canonical structure-

  We consider a system of the Einstein gravity and a scalar field. The action is the 

standard Einstein-Hilbert action coupled to a matter field, 

                S  =  Sgravity  + Smatter, (2.2) 

where 

                       77/ 2  Sgravity = 16Pd4x\r---gI m                          (R — 2A) + 2cPx\iii,K} (2.3)    7r m 

and 

                    1                Smatter = --2 I  d4x {gi"apt.0,,t.+ m2(1.21 . (2.4) 
Here  mp is the Planck mass; m2,2 =  1/G, and K is the trace part of the extrinsic curvature 

Kii given by 

                       1 { 3 2Naatij0,T.1              =———Z/J(i /VA . (2.5) 

The extrinsic curvature describes a way of embedding the 3-hypersurface into the  4-

manifold, and  Di is the covariant derivative in the 3-hypersurface. By using the (1+3) 

variables, the action takes the form 

                     M2            Sgravity = 67rfMdtd3x0-4— K2 +  (3)R — 2A} 

       1 

                            Lgravity, 

• 

      Smatter =-7 f  Lmatter• (2.6) 
The boundary term in the gravitational action (2.3) is needed for obtaining the gravita-

tional form above. The canonical conjugate momenta to  hi; and  (13. are respectively given 

by 
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      •- 

                  nzi =a Lgravzty   167r  P (Ku— h&jK) (2.7) 
and 

            ter • 84)           71-4._ = (431 — N2 -A-7) . (2.8) 
        a(i) ox, 

We can derive the Hamiltonian form of the action 

            S =  f dtd3x  {itij7rij +  471-.1 —  NHo —  NiHi}  , (2.9) 
where 

 Ho = 167rm; 2Gijkirijrk/  P V " ((3)R — 2A) 
 167r 

                    'VT/ 
             +-2hi-4                                  aiwoiT  +  m21.2), 

 Hi  =  —2Dj7rij (2.10) 

Here  Gijki is the DeWitt metric given by 

                                       — hiihkt) •                     = _1 h-1/2 (hikhji  Giikt (2.11) 

                  2 The lapse N and shift  Ni play the role of Lagrange multipliers as stated before. Thus the 

solution obeys the Hamiltonian constraint 

 Ho = 0 (2.12) 

and the momentum constraints 

          Ha = 0. (2.13) 

These constraints are equivalent, respectively, to the time-time and time-space  compo-

nents of the classical Einstein equations. The constraints play a central role in the canon-

ical quantization, as we shall see in the next subsection. The arena where the classical dy-

namics holds is called superspace; the space of all 3-metrics and matter field configurations 

 (hii(x),  111(x)) on a 3-hypersurface. The superspace has a finite number of coordinates 

 (hii(x),  kii(x)) at every point x on the 3-hypersurface and is infinite dimensional. 
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                          B. Canonical  quantization 

  We follow Dirac's prescription of quantization for the constrained system. The  mo-

menta (2.7) and (2.8) are replaced by the differential operators 

              ~rij(x)i Sh
ij(x)(2.14) 

and 

 (x)i 8(x).(2.15) 

The Wheeler-DeWitt equation and the momentum  constraints are the quantum versions 

of the  Hamiltonian constraint (2.12) and the momentum constraints (2.13) as follows 

              cI)] = 0 (2.16) 

and 

                ftiT[hii, (I)] = 0. (2.17) 

Here the momenta in  Ho and  Hi are replaced by the differential operators; 

                                               rn2,./Tt 
                                                   PV          Ho-16777c2G1R —  2A)                        j3kSk

i167r 

                     (--1 —hijajOajOm2.1)2                  2 h SO2 

        HZ = 2i D •—hija414(2.18) 
                shijSO. 

The Wheeler-DeWitt equation is related to a reparametrization invariance of the theory 

and the momentum constraints represent that the wave function of the universe is in-

variant under 3-dimensional diffeomorphisms. In order to show this, let us restrict our 

attention to the case of no matter field and consider only the closed universe. We consider 
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the effect of shifting the argument of the wave function by an infinitesimal diffeomorphism 

in the 3-hypersurface;  xi  —>  xi —  ei. From this transformation, we obtain 

 [hij  D(ie  )] =  [hii] d3D(ie .)— (2.19)                                      3 Sk
i 

and therefore the change in is given by 

              Skli[hij]  =—d3Xe3Di(cS ) 
                                         onia 

 = — —1 = 0. (2.20) 
                      2i 

Here we use the momentum constraints (2.17). Consequently the arguments of the wave 

function should be the invariant quantity under the 3-diffeomorphisms. 

  The Wheeler-DeWitt equation is a second order hyperbolic functional differential equa-

tion which describes the dynamical evolution of the wave function in the superspace. In 

general, there are many solutions for the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, and we need boundary 

conditions to pick up a solution. It is more convenient for imposing boundary conditions 

to take the path integral quantization [6], as will be discussed in the next subsection. 

                      C. Path integral quantization 

  In the path integral quantization, the wave function is described as a transition am-

plitude 

 4:0"; = f [9g1"1(2.21)                        J
vol(Gauge) 

where  (I)") and  (hiii,  (Is') represent induced values at the boundaries 3-hypersurface. 

Alternatively, in many cases, we take Euclidean path integral for convenience (see for 

example [6] [17] [18] [19]), and its formulation is briefly given in Appendix A. 

  When the 4-manifold has topology R x E, the path integral is defined as 
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 0";  0') =  I  [DNI[Dhii][7,0]61N" —  Ax  eis[gAv''11 (2.22) 

with the gauge fixing condition  NA —  xA = 0 and the associated Faddeev-Popov determi-

nant. Note that the path integral measure  [7,g„] is firstly defined as  [DNA][Dhii] in the 

form of equation (2.22). The Jacobian is not considered. This path integral formulation 

is very powerful to impose the no-boundary boundary condition to a 4-manifold in the 

Euclidean framework [6]. Although the boundary condition can be formally stated in 

general cases, we must also follow the ADM (1 + 3) decomposition in order to obtain the 

transition amplitude of the universe. 

                     D. Formal equivalence in superspace 

  In order to show formally the equivalence between the wave function by the canonical 

quantization and that by the path integral quantization, the boundary conditions for the 

path integral given in §II.0 plays a central role. We set that the lapse and shift (N,  Ni) 

are unrestricted at the boundaries, and the 3-metric and mater field  (hi,  (x),  T(x)) match 

the arguments of the transition amplitude. In other words, the transition amplitude is 

a functional of the induced values of the 3-metric and matter field at the boundaries  3- 

hypersurface  0"),  (h'ij,  0') only and the arguments do not contain the lapse or the 

shift functions  (NA). Therefore we can show the equivalence as follows 

                    f       0 = W[WI,0";,0'] =SN[Dgia,] vol(Gauge)  [1)0]eis[g      SNA33 

                            vol{(DGgaAuvgie)[1,0]iSIVAS[gti,„Oleisig,"'M 

                        =[DgAu] [1,Ceis[gAvM 
                              vol(Gauge) 

                 = if-/„W [hit.3On.(2.23)                                               ,,23, 

Consequently we obtain the Wheeler-DeWitt equation and the momentum constraints; 
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                 (1."; , (11 = 0. (2.24) 

                  E. Explicit equivalence in minisuperspace 

  In the previous subsection, we have shown equivalence between the wave function 

of the universe by the canonical quantization and the one defined by the path integral 

quantization formally. The key point is that the arguments of the transition amplitude 

are  only the induced values at the boundaries 3-hypersurface of the 4-manifold. We will 

show the equivalence more explicitly in the minisuperspace model. 

  The superspace is infinite dimensional.  It is, therefore, difficult to deal with a wave 

function and a transition amplitude in practice. In other words, we cannot solve the 

Wheeler-DeWitt equation and the momentum constraints easily without any approxima-

tion, because they are second order functional differential equations. In order to make this 

technical problem tractable, we often reduce the degrees of freedom of the superspace to a 

finite number by assuming some symmetries. This reduced finite dimensional superspace 

is called the minisuperspace. The validity of the minisuperspace will be discussed in  §III. 

  In minisuperspace, we restrict the metric and matter field to be homogeneous as 

follows. The lapse function is taken to be homogeneous; N = N(t), and the shift functions 

are set to be zero;  Ni = 0. The 3-metric  hii are restricted to be homogeneous, and 

therefore they are described by a finite number of functions of t;  qa(t)  (a = 1,  2,  •  •, n). 

For example, the Robertson-Walker metric is given by 

 hijdxidxj = a2 (t)do                  )"'`(3), (2.25) 

where  c/S22 is the metric on the 3-sphere and a(t) is a scale factor of the universe. In this 
 (3) 

case, we take qa(t) = a(t). We can also take an anisotropic metric for example 

 hijdxidxj = a2(t)dx2  +  b2(t)dy2  c2(odz2                                                  (2.26) 
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which is known as the Bianchi Type I model. In this case, we take  qa(t) =  (a(t),  b(t), c(t)). 

  In general, we obtain the Hamiltonian form of the action 

                 S =ft"                 dt  {pa4" —  NH} (2.27) 

and the lapse function N is a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the Hamiltonian constraint 

 H  (pa  ,  q") = 21f"13papo +  U  (q). (2.28) 

 Here  fao is the reduced version of the DeWitt metric (2.11), and we also  include the 

matter field into  qc' in the same way as the 3-metrics. The same setting for the path 

integral is imposed such that  pa and N are free at the end points and that qa are fixed 

and satisfy the boundary conditions; 

 q"  (t') =  q"',  q"(t") =  q"". (2.29) 

The Hamiltonian constraint indicates the presence of a reparametrization invariance under 

the transformations 

                (See =  f(t)  {q",  H}  ,  kpo, =  {pa,  H}  , 

 JEN =  (t), (2.30) 

where  c(t) is an arbitrary parameter. Under these transformations, the action changes by 

an amount 

 t"  SS =[c(t) {pa—aH-  HOpo(2.31) 
Therefore the action is unchanged if and only if c(t) satisfies the boundary conditions 

 c(t') = 0 = c(t"). (2.32) 

  We can write down the path integral in minisuperspace 
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 41(qa";  q-,)  =  f[DIV][Dpa][Dq1S[ST — x]  Ax (2.33) 

      where we take the  k  = x gauge and x is an arbitrary function of (pa,  q., N). By following 

      the discussion in Ref. [20], we will obtain the gauge fixing action and the ghost action. 

        The gauge condition  N = x is imposed by using a Lagrange multiplier  II(t) as 

                                                   t" 

 Sgf =  dt1I(t)  {1  1  (t) —  x}  . (2.34) 

      We can write down the ghost action according to the Batalin, Fradkin and Vilkovisky 

      (BFV) formalism [21]. This formalism is a more systematic fashion. The BRS symmetry 

      involves the replacement of the parameter f(t) with Ac(t) where A is a constant anti-

      commuting parameter and c(t) is an anti-commuting ghost field. Eventually we wish 

      to generate the BRS transformations using a Poisson bracket, and therefore we must 

      eliminate the time derivatives from the transformations. We write  c  = p, and this equation 

      is imposed on the action by adding a term  fi(6 — p), where p and  i5 are anti-commuting 

      ghost field momenta. In order to make p dynamical, we also add a term  0. Therefore 

     the ghost action is given by 

                                                   t" 

                Sgh =  dt  +  cP  —  pp}  . (2.35) 

      We obtain the BRS transformations from the transformations (2.30) and from the gauge 

     fixing action (2.34) and the ghost action (2.35);                       

A  OH „ A OH 4., A                            Spa = —11C— oq- = 11C---, 01V = Ap,                O
qa opa 

 SIT  =  0,  Sc  =  0,  Sp  =  0, 

             Sc =  —AII,  Sp = —AH, (2.36) 

      with the boundary conditions 
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 II(e) = 0 =  II(t"), 

 c(t') = 0 = c(t"), 

               c(t') = 0 =  c(t"). (2.37) 

Here we have taken the x = 0 gauge, because it is guaranteed by the Fradkin-Vilkovisky 

theorem [21] that the resulting path integral is independent of a choice of a gauge fixing 

function x (see for the detail discussion in Ref. [20]). Consequently the path integral is 

described as 

 W  (q-,  ,  ;  qco  ) =  f  [DH][DN][Dp][Dd[D15][Dc][Dpa][Dqa]eifs+sgf  ±Sghl  . (2.38) 

  By taking x = 0, the ghost field decouples from the other field and the ghost field 

integration can be performed. We define this integration by splitting the time interval 

into n  -I- 1. Therefore the ghost field integration is defined as 

          n n n n 

 I  [12)  p][DE][N[Dc]eisgh =  I ficlioj  H  dp  i  I  I  dcil  I  c16i 
                     i=o i=o i=i i=1 

     { 

                  t[7)-3 C+ C  ci+1 — ci - Pj+1 — Pi          x exp ic..1                          CiP3P3 

                                     j=0 

         n n i                  = (ion+1i Hdciflcrej exp --E (a.,„ —.;) (ci+1  —  ej) 
                    9=1 a=1c j=0 

 =  t"  —  t', (2.39) 

where  co =  c(t') = 0,  cn+1 = c(t") = 0 and  co =  0) = 0,  En+1 =  4t") = 0. Then we can 

also carry out the integrations over  II(t) and N(t) such that 

       n n n 

        f[D11] (DN]eisg f = 11dNi11 dlliexpi Erii (Ni+1 —  Ni) 
               J=0 i=ij=0 

            n n                  = f H dNjH s (Nj+,  —  Ni) 
                          i=0i=i 

       =  dNo. (2.40) 
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Note that  II(t) plays a role as a  coordinate' and that N(t) plays a role as a momentum 

from the boundary conditions (2.37). Finally, we obtain the path integral form in the 

minisuperspace 

 1F(qa"; =  JdN (t" — t')  f  [Dpa][Dqa]ei  s  , (2.41) 
where we drop out the suffix 0 in  No. From this expression, we can show explicitly the 

equivalence between the wave function by the canonical quantization and the transition 

amplitude defined by path integral. 

  In the minisuperspace, we can obtain the explicit path integral form (2.41) where the 

Faddeev-Popov determinant;  Ax=0 =  t" —  t', and the functional integral over the lapse 

function N reduces to a single ordinary integration over the constant  N. The transition 

amplitude (2.41) can be viewed as the integration over all times T  N  • (t" — t'); 

 (q"";  qa') =  f  dT0(qa"  ,T;  q"', 0), (2.42) 
of an ordinary quantum mechanical propagator; 

 (q"  "  ,T;  q"', 0) =  f  [Dpa][1,q1eis (2.43) 
Here  71,(qa"  ,T;  qa'  , 0) satisfies the  SchrOdinger equations at the initial and final state with 

time coordinate T; 

 fro  (qa"  T  ;  qa'  , 0) =  i—OTO(qa", T;  q"',  0)  , 

 frke  ,T;  q"', 0) =  i  tP(qa"  ,T;  , 0). (2.44) 

The Hamiltonian operators are obtained by replacing the momenta in the Hamiltonian 

(2.28) by the operators at the end points; 

              1 
2a  a                 H'  = --f-0 aqcd  aq0'+U(q'), 

       1a  = __
2fag                          aqa" aq13  „ U  (q")  . (2.45) 

             a 
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By using these  Schrodinger equations, we can easily show that the transition amplitude 

(2.41) satisfies the Wheeler-DeWitt equation as follows 

 fillf(qa"; =dTaT0(qa ",T; goe, , 0) 

                        =[ow",T; qa', 0)11'2 
                                                            Ti 

       0. (2.46) 

Likewise, 

              is-Pk (qall ; = 0. (2.47) 

Here T1 and T2 are the end points of the T integration, and we choose them so that the 

right-hand side of equation (2.46), (2.47) vanishes. In general, the T is integrated along 

a contour in the complex plain in the Euclidean path integral framework [6] [17] [18] [19]. 

This contour is usually taken to be infinite, with  (qa  ", T;  qa'  , 0) going to zero at the ends 

(T1, T2), or closed;  T1 =  T2. 

  In the minisuperspace, we can treat the wave function or the transition amplitude of 

the universe explicitly, while the validity of the minisuperspace approximation is unclear. 

We believe that the classical solutions in the minisuperspace may be solutions to the full 

field equations in the superspace, and therefore the classical action in the minisuperspace 

will be the action of a solution to the full Einstein equations. In other words, the lowest 

order semi-classical approximation to the minisuperspace wave function coincides with the 

one of the full theory. Therefore the validity region of the minisuperspace approximation 

should coincide with one of the WKB approximation. We will investigate this conjecture 

in the next section. 
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     III. THE VALIDITY REGION OF THE MINISUPERSPACE IN 4 

                       DIMENSIONS 

  When we discuss the classical dynamics of the universe, it is very useful and physically 

reasonable to assume that the universe has certain symmetries. A well-known example is 

the Friedmann (Robertson-Walker) model which has the spatial homogeneity and isotropy. 

  The quantization of the universe was first introduced by DeWitt [3] using the Fried-

mann minisuperspace approximation. The homogeneous anisotropic cases were then stud-

ied by Misner [4] and others [22]. Moreover the minisuperspace model has received the 

renewed attention since the appearance of the paper by Hartle and Hawking [6] on the 

proposal for no-boundary boundary condition of the universe. Although the boundary 

condition can be formally stated in general cases, analytic calculations are performed  only 

in the minisuperspace model (see for example [17] [18] [19]) and all inhomogeneous modes 

are omitted before quantization. Some attempts to introduce the inhomogeneous modes 

along the path integral method using the WKB approximation are given in Ref. [14] and 

Ref.  [23]. 

  The above naive assumption that some degrees of freedom are fixed to zero, say, before 

quantization apparently violates the uncertainty principle and therefore a question arises; 

whether or not the minisuperspace approximation is a physically reasonable approxima-

tion to the true quantum gravity. Although this problem has been well known to many 

people working in the field of quantum cosmology for a long time, only few people [24] [25] 

have checked the validity of the minisuperspace model. In Ref. [25], Kuchar and Ryan 

discussed the quantum cosmology of a Taub universe embedded in a mixmaster universe 

to assess the validity of the minisuperspace model. They analyzed the lower-dimensional 

homogeneous superspace model (Taub universe) and the higher(but finite)-dimensional 

homogeneous superspace model (mixmaster universe) in a region where exact solutions 

• 
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for both models exist. In their work, the inhomogeneous modes are not considered. While 

in Ref. [24] Sinha and Hu analyzed an effect of discarding an infinite number of inhomoge-

neous modes using the WKB approximation. They found that the WKB approximation 

has the limited validity and that it is important to go beyond the WKB when classical 

background is not available and full quantum behavior of the minisuperspace sector is 

important. 

  In this section, we will investigate the validity region of the minisuperspace beyond 

the WKB approximation by examining numerically the stability of the Friedmann minisu-

perspace model in the superspace [11]. We consider a system of the Einstein gravity with 

a scalar field as a model of the quantum cosmology introduced in the previous section. 

In order to check the stability of the minisuperspace model, we have only to consider a 

configuration space of the metric and the scalar field near the minisuperspace. In other 

words, we can regard all inhomogeneous modes as very small. In this approximation, the 

inhomogeneous modes are decoupled to one another. When we solve the Wheeler-DeWitt 

equation, we pick up some inhomogeneous modes out of the infinite number of the other 

modes; the degrees of freedom of the superspace of this system are restricted to a finite 

number. Our method is therefore similar to that of Kuchar and Ryan. We consider some 

higher-dimensional (but finite) superspace which includes the lower-dimensional Fried-

mann minisuperspace. It should be noted that, as we compute the wave function of the 

universe numerically, our analysis is not necessarily limited within the validity region in 

which the WKB approximation is applicable, however our result shows that the validity 

region of the minisuperspace coincides with the region of the WKB approximation. 

  In §III.A, we will review the analysis of a homogeneous and isotropic minisuperspace 

model, which is known as the Friedmann (Robertson-Walker) model, with a scalar field. 

The Friedmann model will be extended to all order the matter and gravitational degrees 
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of freedom in §III.B, following the Halliwell and Hawking work [14]. In  §III.C, we will pick 

up some particular inhomogeneous modes out of all possible infinite perturbative modes 

to the minisuperspace, and will solve the Wheeler-DeWitt equation on the newly defined 

superspace numerically. 

                   A. The Friedmann minisuperspace model 

  Here we will briefly review the Friedmann (Robertson-Walker) minisuperspace model. 

It is assumed that a metric of this model has the spatial homogeneity and isotropy, which 

has the advantage of reducing the infinite dimensional superspace to a finite dimensional 

minisuperspace as stated in II.E. The metric of this model is given by 

                ds2  = a2  (-  N2  dt2  a2dS2(3))  , (3.1) 

where c/1223)is the metric of the unit 3-sphere and a is a normalization factor defined by      ( 

 a2  =  2/37rm2. The action of this model is described by 

          So =1a21dtNa3(—N2 a2-T-12—022+171202).(3.2) 
               2 The suffix 0 represents that this action is the minisuperspace action. It should be noted 

that the action consists of rescaled scalar field  .1).171-o- and mass  m/o- in the action (2.4), 

and that the scalar field is a function of t only and independent of the spatial coordinate. 

The classical Hamiltonian is 

                1               H10 =2-N (-a-17ra2a-37?/,- a +  a3m202)  ,  (3.3) 

where the conjugate momenta to a and  ck are respectively 

 as 
 Ira =  — (3.4) 

and 
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                              a30 
 ircb =N         _. (3.5) 

Because the action has a time reparametrization invariance, the classical field equations 

are constrained by the Hamiltonian constraint equation  H10 = 0. By replacing the  mo-

menta (3.4) (3.5) by the operators 

              . a . a              Ira--> -i— 7r, ->. - — (3.6)                    a
a' z ao, 

we obtain the Wheeler-DeWitt equation 

          (2 22 e-3a 8a2 _ ak2             + e6am2 02 _ e-4a) w[a, oi = 0,                                                     (3.7) 

where we have introduced a = ln(a). One can regard equation (3.7) as the hyperbolic 

differential equation on the two dimensional minisuperspace with coordinates (a,  0). We 

can therefore regard a as a time coordinate. 

             B. The perturbed Friedmann minisuperspace model 

  We first describe the metric near the Friedmann metric as 

         ds2 =  0.2  {— (N2 —  NiNi)  dt2 +  2Nidxidt +  hijdxidxj}  . (3.8) 

The metric of the spatial hypersurface  hi; has the form 

                hii = a2 (nii + eij) , (3.9) 

where  eij is a small quantity around the metric of the unit 3-sphere  SZii. Following Halliwell 

and Hawking [14], the quantities  cii is expanded in harmonics; 

        eii =  E  V6an,/,,,S2AL/3 +  Niebn,/,(Pan +  .\c/„,,,(Sfyt,,, 
 n,l,m 

            d-V-j'C7inn (S:j)7L + "VD'Imn (Gcli )L + V-2-497,71(G7i )L • ] (3.10) 
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The lapse, shift and the scalar field can also be expanded by harmonics; 

             N =  No 1 + 6-0  E  gnimQL , 

    [ 

 n,l,m 

 Ni = a E [6-1/2knim(Pi)ln,  +2v2inim(sxml, 
                                      n,l,m 

                ITI =  a-1  2-1/270(t) +  E  i ni.QL  • 

    [ 

                                                  (3.11)       n,l,m 

The definition and the normalization of these harmonics are given in the Appendix B. The 

coefficients anim,  bniin,  en°  Ino cne ino dn° im, dne Inv gam, inim, knin, and him, are only functions 

of time. We expand the action to all orders in the zero mode of the fields (a,  0 and  No) 

but only to the second order in the non-zero modes  (dram,  kJ.,  •  •  •  ,  fnlm); 

               S = So(a,  0,  No) +  Esn, (3.12) 

                                                    n 

 where.  So is the action of the Friedmann minisuperspace model given by equation (3.2) 

and  Sn are terms quadratic in perturbations. Hereafter, the labels n,  1,  7/2,  o and e will 

be denoted simply by n. The exact forms of  Sn are given by 

 Sn =  f  dt  (SgThravity +  SZatter)  , (3.13) 

where 

                           5 a2(n2 —^-•n2  —•                      )    Sgravnay2=L"No[(/22) 3+3(n2 — 1)                             0(4) b
n2                                           — 2(n2 — 4)en 

           —(n2 + 1)dn2 + 2(n2 — 4)—anbn + -.9,,,, {(n2 — 4)bn + (n2 + —1)an}       3 3 2 

       1 lq,         -E— {  +  (n2 — 4)..7,2i}]            No 3(n2 — 1) 
 e3°La2

+(n2 — 4)   +•              2 No1.n( n 2 — 1) bn2    +  (n2 — 4)C77.2 + dn2 
         +gn{2exan + a2(3an  —  MI 

                         (n2 —          +à {-2anan + 8(n2 —41)bnbn + 8(n2 — 4)cn67, +  844} 
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           +a2 __3a6 ((n2 — 1)n2 —)bn6(n2 _ 4)cn6dn       2n 

           {kn (--2 an +2(n24)Ln +4gn)— 2(n2 —11)inn}1(3.14)                 3 3(n2 1)3 

and 

          Noe' [  fn + 6a f cb)                     n- n 2 2 
e-2a(712 1).f72z      'smatter atter = 2 m (fn 6anin66,-) 

                                0 

                 ;h2           _FL' (m202){a24(n24) bn4(n2 _ 4)en_ 4dn}           21\4?(n2—1) 

           —gn (2m2fn0 37722ancp +2.t.n0 3anck2) 2knfnckl                                                   (3.15)                  No ea NI, 
One should note that we consider the configuration space near the Friedmann minisuper-

space and that the zero-mode of the fields (a,  ck and  N0) are not classical solutions. The 

Hamiltonian can be expressed as 

            H =  No  (Hio  H12+E  gnHri) 
 + (knH(sdn +inH(Vdn)                                                   (3.16) 

                         n

where  H10 is the Hamiltonian of the Friedmann minisuperspace model given by equation 

(3.3). The second-order  Hamiltonian  H12 is given by 

 H12 = =  E  (H-1(2)n  H-1(2)n  H-1(2T)n)                                                   (3.17) 
       n n 

where 

           1 a! 10(n2 — 15an2 6(n2 4) b2 
   H(s)n =    b2 2                n 7ra +   n      12 2e3a 2 + (n2 — 1) 2 (2 — 1) 

           2 (n2 1) 2 2                —7ran + (n2 — 4) 7rbn irfn  2an7ran  7ra +  8bn7rbn7ra 

                   4,,{(n2 —5/2)_2(n2—)(n2  —6an7Cfn7ro — ean—4) b2 

                            + 

                 33(n721)n 
              2(n2— 4)

3 anbn — (n2 — 1)./7,2 
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 +e6am2 (42„+  6anfno) +  e6am2023an26(n2 — 4)bnn}1,           {                                2(n2 — 1) (3.18) 

            H12in2               =1 [(n2 — 4)c! (107ra+ 671-02) + (n21_4)7re2 

                                                                                          n 

                              3" 

 +8enrenra + (n2 —  4)c2n  (2e4" — 6e6a7n202),                    ] (3.19) 
           H(2 )n = ri. [d2n(107ra2+ 64) + 73n + 8dnrclnr a 

 +  d2n  {(,12 +  i)e4a  —  6e6ani202}1  .                                                       (3.20) 

      The first order Hamiltonian is 

              1                         an(Ira+7r+7rfn7ro — 7ran 7ra          Hsiii 2e3a__[(22)2 () 
                                              e4"               +e6arn2  (3ano2 +  2fno)23   {  (n2  —  4)bn + (n2  4_ _)an}] . (3.21)—' 

      The shift parts of the Hamiltonian are 

           H()n —   [—iron + 7rbn + {an + 4(n2 — 4)  bn 1 Ira + 3fn7ro] , (3.22)         -1 —  3e3" (n2 — 1) 

          Hcv)n =  e-o,  [iron + 4(n2  —  4)cn7ra] . (3.23) 

      The conjugate momenta have been defined in the usual manner (see Appendix C). 

         Because the Lagrange multipliers  No,  gn,  kn and  jn are all independent, the Wheeler-

      DeWitt equation is decomposed into two parts, 

         {filo + E (1),(2.9n + H' 1(210n + 142T)n) 1                                         V [a, cb,  an,  bn, cn, dn, fn] = 0 - (3.24) 

                             n 

      and 

                       firMa, 0, an, bn, cn, dn, fn] = 0, (3.25) 

      where we have replaced the momenta by the operators; 

           , a ,  a „ a                             iron -* -z, Irb -->. —i rc -4 —1,                  &In n Obn' n aCn 
             , a , a  irdn -->. —4— 7rf —). —z—, (3.26)                     ad 

n' n afn 
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with the replacements of the zero mode (3.6). The Hamiltonian operators are given by 

    ( 

         H__1 e_3a a2  —  52  — e4a4_e6a7n20,2        I°2 a
cx2.902 

     fi(s)n —11_fan —  4)b2 5215a26(n2 — 4) b2 1 52  12 2o+-LI2 (n2  —  1)nfact212+ (n2  —  1)n  j  ao2 
 52  (n2  — 1)  52  52  52  52  +

5(4,2 (n2  —  4)  abn2 a  fn2  2an  aan,aa  8bn abnaa 
 52                     e4a{ 3(n2 — 5/2)2(n2 — 7)(n2 — 4) 2             na f

nao     +6aan+                                       3(n2  —  1) bn 
 2(n2  —  4),            + 3anOn —vz2 — 1).fn} 

                                 2 2 { 3an2 6(n2 4)  (i2           +esarn2 (L2, + 6anfno) + e6am 0 2 (n2 _ 1) -41 
                              1   52      H12 =  1  [ ( 2 4) 2  10  52 + 6  52       12 2e3a n cn  acx2 acb2 (n2  — 4)  acn,2 

 52   +(n2 — 4)c„2(2e4" — 6e6a7T1202) ,             —8cn &O
a 

     1 52 52  52  52      ft(T)n
=  d210+ 6       12 2e3an 5.24902)  adn2  8dn  adnaa 

 +dn2 {(n2 +  1)e4" —  6e6"772202}] (3.27) 
and 

   Hsi1[(52 52 )2 52  52 \       —
2e3. an,,,2 +3502j— a  fnao  aanaa 

                                         1 

 +e6am2  (3ano2 +  2fnc)  —32e4" {(n2___4)bn+(n2 +2_)an}1. (3.28)             '(n2 

                ) 

  Following Halliwell and Hawking [14], we call equation (3.24) the master equation and 

equation (3.25) the linear Hamiltonian constraint. The momentum constraints are 

                 ii(Vnill[a,(/), an, bn, en, dn, fn]  = 0 (3.29) 

and 

                    iy(Vdnxiir_,..Ly,L 

                                             u 

                   Laanyn, cn, dn, fn] = 0, (3.30) 
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where 

      fr(S)n — ++an+1  a a{4(n2 — 4), a  a 

                                                    H 

 3e3a aanabn (n2  —  1)asofnao, 

       ft(i)n = e_c,[acn+ 4(n2  —4) cn as]. (3.31) 

       C. The analysis of the stability of the Friedmann minisuperspace 

   While we consider only the second order in the non-zero modes, the master equation 

(3.24) is difficult to solve analytically. We solve it numerically by picking up some in-

homogeneous mode from the infinite number of modes adequately. In other words, we 

restrict the degrees of freedom of the superspace of this system to a finite number. The 

reason why we can pick up some particular inhomogeneous mode is that the perturbation 

modes  are not coupled directly and that the master equation (3.24) is expressed as a sum 

of the each mode. 

  There are many ways of picking up the inhomogeneous modes. For example, we can fix 

the mode number n for some value. Furthermore we can pick up only the scalar harmonics 

part of the gravity (an,  bn,  gn and kn), the vector harmonics part  (cn,  jn) or the tensor 

part  (dn). The easiest non-trivial one is described in what follows. For the metric, we 

set the scalar type perturbations (an,  bn,  gn and  kn) equal to zero and consider only the 

vector and the tensor type perturbations  (cn,  dn and jn) for some fixed n. For the matter 

field, we also fix the mode number to n. We consider the higher-dimensional (but finite) 

space W which includes the lower-dimensional Friedmann minisuperspace and then we 

solve a reduced Wheeler-DeWitt equation on the space W. We are not bothered by the 

problem of solving the Wheeler-DeWitt equation and the linear Hamiltonian constraint 

equation simultaneously, because we have omitted the scalar type perturbations (an,  bn, 

 gn and  kn). We do not discuss the effect of the scalar harmonics part. 
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  Following the above restriction, we obtain a master equation on the restricted space 

W: 

 (filo  +  fil2)n  11427)1  W  [a,  0,  cn,  dn,f.] = 0. (3.32) 

Hereafter we call the equation (3.32) the fixed master equation. There is neither the scalar 

momentum constraint (3.29) nor the linear Hamiltonian constraint (3.25). Following the 

discussion in the paper of Halliwell and Hawking [14], we can eliminate  cn from the fixed 

master equation (3.32) by using the vector momentum constraint (3.30). We can use it 

to substitute for the partial derivatives with respect to  cn and then solve the resultant 

differential equation on  cn = 0. After we know the wave function on  cn = 0, we can use 

the vector momentum constraint (3.30) to calculate the wave function at other values of 

cn. 

  Consequently we obtain the modified fixed master equation; 

 N 1 52a5252   --[0.— itian) (a2—+ a—— (16dn2)a——ad-
 2 a3aa2aso22 

      52 52 
                      m2a642  — a4  —8dn  a ad

n aaa fn2 

 +d2n  { (n2  -I- 1)a4  —  67n2a602} + (n2  —  1)a4fn2  7n2asfn2  IF  [a,  0,  dn,  In] = 0.  (3.33) 

This is the hyperbolic partial differential equation. We can therefore regard the scale 

factor a as time. 

  To analyze the stability of the minisuperspace, we first set a wave packet which is 

centered around the minisuperspace sector as the initial condition; 

                 kli(a = ao)  cc exp  (—uodn2)  , (3.34) 

where  720 is an arbitrary constant (see  Figs.(1, 2)). We then investigate the development of 

the wave packet prepared. We impose the boundary condition of the wave function;  1] 0 
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as the inhomogeneous perturbation  c17, or  fn goes to infinity. The free parameters of this 

system are the mass of the scalar field (m), the mode number (n) and the initial value of 

the scale factor (ao). We compute the development of the wave packet with respect to the 

scale factor (a) in the various cases of these parameters. And the results are summarized 

in Tables.(1, 2). For the minisuperspace case, we can see that the wave function of 

the universe grows exponentially (see Fig.(3)). For the perturbed minisuperspace case, 

if the wave packet develops exponentially without much spreading into the surrounding 

minisuperspace, we can consider the minisuperspace stable (for example, in a case  ao = 20, 

m  = 0 and n = 2, see Fig.(1)). On the other hand, if the wave packet dose not grow 

exponentially or much spreading into the surrounding minisuperspace, we can say that 

the minisuperspace is unstable (for example, in a case  ao = 2,  rn  = 0 and n = 2, see 

Fig.(2)). Furthermore we compute the development of a standard deviation  (64) of the 

wave packet to check whether the minisuperspace is really stable. The standard deviation 

Adn, is used as an index which represents the width of the wave function in the direction of 

 dn. The results are in Fig.(4). From this figure, we can conclude that the minisuperspace 

is stable when the initial value of the scale factor (ao) of the universe is larger than a few 

times of the Planck length. In this case, we can regard the wave packet (which grows 

exponentially) approximately as the wave function of the universe on the minisuperspace. 

On the other hand, the minisuperspace becomes unstable when  ao is near the Planck 

length. The results do not change even if the mass of the scalar field or the mode number 

n is set large (see Table.(1, 2)). 

  Our result agrees with the validity region in which the WKB approximation is appli-

cable. 
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IV. THE LAPSE, SHIFT AND THE LIOUVILLE FIELD IN 2-DIMENSIONAL 

                        GRAVITY 

  It is well-known that string theory can be viewed as 2-dimensional gravity. Here we 

want to consider it as a toy model for 4-dimensional quantum cosmology. 

  In 4 dimensions, we have seen, in  §II, that a quantum state of the universe is described 

by a wave function of the universe on superspace (see for example Ref. [13]). Superspace 

has a finite number of coordinates at every point on the 3-hypersurface and is infinite-

dimensional. In order  to discuss quantum mechanical properties of the universe, many 

people want to solve zero-energy  SchrOdinger equations that are decomposed into the 

Wheeler-DeWitt equation and the momentum constraints by the  (3+1) decomposition 

consisting of the lapse and shift functions (N,  Ni) and the 3-metric on the hypersurface 

 (hii).  It is very hard, however, to solve such infinite-dimensional differential equations 

without any approximation apart from many difficult conceptual problems. In order to 

make this problem tractable, we often reduce the degrees of freedom of the superspace to a 

finite number by assuming certain symmetries (see §II.E). This reduced finite dimensional 

superspace is called minisuperspace. In the minisuperspace, the transition amplitude of 

the universe defined by path integral can be easily shown to obey the Wheeler-DeWitt 

equation in the  N  = 0 gauge [20]. 

  In contrast to the above 4-dimensional case, the Einstein action becomes a topological 

number in 2 dimensions. In order to obtain a gravitational theory, we have to treat an 

anomaly of the path integral measure exactly (see for example Ref. [15]). It has been 

proposed that the minisuperspace represents the superspace exactly in 2 dimensions [26], 

[27]. The reason may be that an argument of a wave function of a 1-dimensional universe 

may be the length of the universe itself (see  §II.B). This conjecture is partially supported 

by the calculations of the c = 0 matrix model [26]. 
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  In this section and next section, in the context of quantum cosmology, we want to 

investigate this proposal in the framework of the continuum Liouville theory. In §IV.A, 

in order to investigate the lapse, shift and the Liouville field in 2-dimensional gravity, 

we will start from the Polyakov action and will briefly review the known formulation to 

rewrite it by using the (1+1) decomposition [28]. Some of this discussion in what follows 

is developed in Ref. [16]. We will show that the path integral measure  [Dgab] can be 

decomposed into  [DN][DM][7,0] by using the lapse and shift functions (N, M) and the 

Liouville field  (0). In  §IV.B, however, we will find that there is an undesirable term 

consisting only of N and M in the Liouville action. 

             A. The ADM decomposition in 2-dimensional gravity 

  In this subsection, we will briefly review the formulation of 2-dimensional gravity (see 

for example Ref. [15]). Starting from the Polyakov action, we will rewrite it by the (1+1) 

decomposition. We will obtain the transition amplitude of the sting universe, which will 

be used in §V. 

  We write the coordinates on the worldsheet as 

            ea =  (e°,1). (4.1) 

In this coordinate, the transition amplitude is represented as 

             f[Dgab][DX1                             f__ f d2\gabaaxaxi,},   Z[X;,0F;Xii,ehi=  exp (4.2) 
                   vo/(Gauge) 2 

where the metric on the worldsheet is given by 

               ds2 =  gab(e)C16a  deb =  e`""gab(6)deadeb. (4.3) 

 Here we take a conformal time on the worldsheet, and can take out the dynamical variable 

as an overall conformal mode. We also parametrize the fiducial metric ."qab(e) by using the 
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lapse and shift functions  N  (e),  M(e), following the ADM decomposition in 2 dimensions 

[28]; 

             ,
,,b(e)  = N(e)-2 + M(e)2  M(e) 

   ( 

 M() 1(4.4) 

The reason why we take an inverse of the lapse function will be discussed later. The most 

general local metric on deformations  Sgab of the metric is given by 

            lisgir =  I  d2ev-g-{Gabcd + ugabgcd1                               f8 gabS gcd, (4.5) 

where u is an arbitrary positive real number and  Gabed is the identity operator in the 

space of symmetric traceless tensors; 

                    Gabcd = 1 ( sac sd + sd sc — ,., . ,,cd) . (4.6)                            2 (Sac ab .9 abY ) 

The decomposition of the measure  [Dgab] in the transition amplitude (4.2) is given by the 

orthogonal decomposition; 

 Sgab =  Shab +  (Sp)gab, (4.7) 

where 

                                SN,, 
            Sp = --N+ocia (4.8) 

and 

             (M2/N — 1/N3) SN  +  2MSM  MSN/N + SM  Sh
ab =  e`b . (4.9) 

 MSN/N  +  SM  SN/N 

Here Sp is the trace part of the metric deformations  Sgab, and Shab is the symmetric 

traceless part. Then the metric on deformations of  Sgab is decomposed as 

 ilsg112 =  j  d2-\5Gabcd  ShabShcd + 4u f  d2W§(8p)2. (4.10) 
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     From this decomposition, we can separate the measure  [D.gab] in the form of  [Dp][Dhad• 

      Next we change variables from p, hab  to  Ck) Va; 

                        Sp =  Sq  +  gab  Da  (Svb), 

 (Mat, =  2GeactOc (Svd) =  (--P1Sv)ab, (4.11) 

      where  Sva are infinitesimal generators with respect to a 2-dimensional diffeomorphism. 

      The operator P1 maps vectors into symmetric traceless tensors. We obtain another de-

     composition with the Jacobiandeti(Pit./301 
                                            9; 

 [Dgab] = H   det < m>                               2[D0][Dva] {dee (A Pi)}9/2 , (4.12)                 vo/(CK) det < 0(i)10(k) >Y 

                                                    det<(3)1                                                                 1,41-->9    where  r
det<0(3)1              are moduli parameters and the factorkV2is the  Weil-Peterson measure                                                    0(k)> 

      which represents the angle between the moduli space and the gauge orbit of a diffeomor-

      phism. The prime in equation (4.12) denotes the omission of zero mode with respect to 

     conformal Killing vectors dV;  P1(dV)  = 0. We must divide by the volume of conformal 

     Killing vectors  vol(CK). The Liouville action  So arises in the formula; 

 det  < > det < tk(i)12ja,r, >- t       g f              det (Pi Pi)} =   112 26 r L                                                  gi {det '(P Pi)} e-wr'-'0"J. (4.13) 
    det < 0.1)10(k) >y2  det < 0(3)10(k) >1/2 

     Accordingly the measure is decomposed as 

                         det <z1)(i)1.->- 
           [Dgad=  f  dri rkg [7,0][Dva] {dee (P, Yi.\1 1/2 2867,                                                                   e--4 '54"i 

                det < 7b(j)10(k) ) f § 

 [D0][Dhab]c8  so[0,0], (4.14) 

     where  hab is defined by above equation. The most general local metric on deformations 

     Shab is given by 

 ighir  =  fd20{6abcd qab - cd}                                               Silabfilcd 

                    =  Jd2e {2 (6./V)2 +  2N2  (SM)2  . (4.15) 
                                   N2 
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From this decomposition, we obtain another separation of the measure  [Dgad; 

 Pgad =  [DO]  [DN]  [DM]e-4s  so  [0,:g1 (4.16) 

In obtaining this form, we have taken the parametrization of the fiducial metric given by 

equation  (4.4).. Here we find the same separation form of the measure that we take in 4 

dimensions (see  §II.C). This discussion is developed in Ref.  [16]. We should be careful 

about treating the measure of the Liouville field  [DcM, because it is not translationally 

invariant. We will discuss it in §V. 

  The difference of the path integral for conformal matter fields (central charge c) eval-

uated on gab and that on  gab is also represented in terms of the Liouville action; 

        J[DX1g exp {--12d2e7gaboaX"abX1,} 
         =  [DX/9 exp 1                        _ _2  f d2-1/7.4..gabaaxoabxoe*,so                                                     (4.17) 

  Consequently the transition amplitude (4.2) can be expressed as 

               [DIV][DM]   Z[XF, OF;  X; Chi = [1)X"] exp {--1 I d2OgabaaX"abX} 
 J voi(Gauge) 2 

           x f [NJ e-Wso[ckl. (4.18) 

    B. The action for conformal matter fields and that for the Liouville field 

  By using the parametrization of the fiducial metric (4.4), we can write the action of 

conformal matter fields as 

             1 ,                S
XA =-2ctIV:g.ga'aaXPabX,, 

           =  fd2e  {Pxo5P — —  MHr}  , (4.19) 

where 
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 Px"  =  N  —  MX"')  , 

        Ho 1                =-2 (PePxt, -  X"'X,;)  ,  1-11x'` =  Px0X"'. (4.20) 

Likewise, 

 = dze.f.j{4.baaoabofoite0} 

                     2 

            =  f  d2 {P4,(*5 -  N-14 -  MHt  2nN  Mal  , (4.21) 

where 

 =  KN  —  MO'  —21W)  , 

       Ho124             =2icp— 212 + 24" + peck,= Pocb' —(4.22) 

The  dot and the prime represent the derivative with respect to  e° and  el respectively, 
and we  take ,=26—c 

 487r • 

  The extra term  2KN/14l2 in the Liouville action (4.21) prevents us from interpreting 

the lapse and shift functions as the Lagrange multipliers which enforce the Hamiltonian 

constraint and the momentum constraints [16] [28] [29]. This is related to the fact that 

there is no invariance under the diffeomorphisms of the fiducial metric 'jab where the 

Liouville mode  cb is taken out. Therefore we cannot construct the canonical formulation 

of this system; the degrees of freedom are insufficient and there is no canonical structure 

(classically). In order to avoid this problem, Teitelboim added an extra field to the system 

in order to recover the canonical structure [28] [29] [30]. The meaning of this extra field is 

unclear however. In the next section, we will bypass this problem for the case of annulus 

topology. 
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  V. THE EXACTNESS OF THE MINISUPERSPACE IN 2 DIMENSIONS 

  In this section, we take a conformal gauge in order to eliminate the problematic term 

mentioned in the previous section. We restrict ourselves to the case of annulus topology 

and calculate the transition amplitude of the 1-dimensional loop universe. We will show 

that the non-zero modes of the fields are all cancelled out in the transition amplitude 

only when we take the c = 1 conformal matter field and impose the Neumann boundary 

condition on the system. The reason is as follows. When the cosmological constant is 

ignored, the Liouville field acts as an extra conformal matter field. Therefore the target 

space is 2-dimensional but a string cannot vibrate in 2 dimensions. The rational for 

ignoring the cosmological constant will be discussed later in this section. This cancellation 

of the non-zero modes is similar to the case of torus topology which was investigated by 

Bershadsky and Klebanov [31]. Our guiding principle is that ghost fields should not 

appear on the boundary in the context of quantum cosmology, and this requirement is 

satisfied only by the Neumann boundary condition. In open string theory, the Neumann 

boundary condition is taken, because the end points of a string are free. In our case, 

the Neumann boundary condition means that we must sum over all allowed values of the 

non-zero modes in the initial and final states. As a result of these settings, we obtain the 

transition amplitude constructed only by the zero modes. It can be said that the Wheeler-

DeWitt equation, that this transition amplitude obeys, exists only on the minisuperspace, 

and therefore the minisuperspace represents the superspace exactly. Our result crucially 

depends on the fact that we consider the case with the c = 1 conformal matter field. 
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              A. The transition amplitude for the case of annulus 

   Here we concentrate on the case of annulus topology and fix the diffeomorphisms 

completely by taking the easiest gauge, namely the conformal gauge, in order to eliminate 

the problematic term mentioned in the previous section. This gauge fixing is quite different 

from the  N  = 0 gauge used in the minisuperspace treatment of a 4-dimensional gauge 

fixing (see for example Ref. [13] [20]). If we fix the diffeomorphisms completely, this 

problematic term disappears and the degrees of freedom in the fiducial metric  :gab become 

finite, and is described by a modular parameter t in the annulus case. In other words, 

we can take  1V-1  =  t and M  = 0 in the parametrization (4.4). In this gauge, from the 

decomposition of the measure  [Dgab] given by the first line of equation (4.14), we obtain 

the transition amplitude of the 1-dimensional loop universe; 

                1  < 012.4. 1/2  ZP4, OF; XI, Chl = dt  at >2  {dee (Pit Pi)} 
                 SI(C K) < zpio >112 

                x  f  [DXle-sx  [X  P,1  fpoi  e-Sg5  [OM 
                        °()dt                      e=—tfdt' (14 131)1112  I  [I)  X"le-sx"[xil  '1  I  [DO]e-sofrk'l  , (5.1) 

where we have used the following results of the calculations of the Weil-Peterson measure 

and the volume of a conformal Killing vector; 

               <>b(2)1/2 
        <010>I/2(5.2) 

and 

 51(C  K) =  t'/2. (5.3) 

Note that the volume of  va is divided by  vol(Gauge). Here the action of the conformal 

matter fields and that of the Liouville field can be rewritten respectively as 

 Sxp[XP,  t]  =  -1  2fMd2o-Pbt.)a(5.4) 
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and 

 So[c,  t]  = — 2 mId2 {(9+ 412 — 401. (5.5) 
Here we have simply discarded the cosmological constant (see the subsequent discussion 

for the case of c = 1). 

  In order to obtain the actions (5.4) and (5.5), we have made a coordinate transforma-

tion from  ea to  a-a  (0.0  =  too,  0.1 =  ..1) and the region M of the new coordinates  ua is 

given by 

 M:  0  <  a°  <  t,  0  <  <  1. (5.6) 

Here the space coordinate  al is periodic and the boundaries exist at  0-0  =  0,  t. From this 

transformation, we can interpret the modular parameter t as a time variable of the system 

consisting of conformal matter fields and the Liouville field. 

  For the computation of the transition amplitude (5.1), we will make the mode expan-

sion. For conformal matter fields, we expand them as follows 

 (o.o,  o.1) =  xvcr.o)  E an(a0)e_27rio_1. (5.7) 
 nO0 

The first term is the zero mode and the second term represents the vibrations. We can 

separate the partition function of matter fields into the zero mode part and the non-zero 

modes parts; 

      f  [DX11  =  [DX6]e-sxt[x" f[nit                                                    Da]e-sank' [4'1 
 n00 

                                                             c/2 

               =  K(XtF, t; Xtji, 0)II 1    nsinh(27nt)I(5.8)                                              nO0 

where 
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 sx,,[x",  ti =  tj + E Sgii[an,t], 
 nO0 
                                  t 

               $5,xiA[Xt,ti=cla°_ktkoti,        02o 

                                  t 

 Sa,4[a",„t]=  -  2 jdomfan"an,,+ (27rn)2ananA} , (5.9) 
and 

 K(XtF,  t;  XI  I,  0) = f [DX61 e-sn [4'1 
                   =1Y/2exp(Nip,- Xti)(XoFiL- Xort,)  

       27rt2t 

                   }c/2         f[Dae—Sag[ar,t]= 1    nl(5.10)  nsinh  (27rnt) 

We have used the knowledge of the path integral in quantum mechanics for a free particle 

and a harmonic oscillator. Here we have taken the Neumann boundary condition as stated 

before. Note that the Neumann boundary condition puts no restriction on the zero mode. 

For the  •Liouville field, we also make the same mode expansion; 

                0(0.o, al) = (me)E bn(a0),_27ricri                                                   (5.11) 
 nO0 

We also separate the partition function of the Liouville field into two parts; 

                              }1/2          [DO] e—S4["] = K(00F) t;CAM10)Hnsinh(27nt)(5.12)                                           nO0 

where 

 So  [0,  t]  =  Soo  [00,  t]  E  Sbn[bn,t], 
 nO0 

                                    t 
                SooPo, ti =da°(g, 

                       2 o 

 Sbn[bn,t] =it                      2oda°  {bn2(27rn)2bn} . (5.13) 
The second derivative term in the Liouville action (5.5) disappears in the mode expansion. 

For the ghost fields, we also take the Neumann boundary condition. We obtain the 

Faddeev-Popov determinant 
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 {  dee(PitP1)}1/2  =  27rt  II  nsinh(27rnt). (5.14) 

 h 

 nO0 

There is no zero mode, because it is absent from beginning. 

  Inserting the partition functions of conformal matter fields and the Liouville field (5.8), 

(5.12) and the Faddeev-Popov determinant (5.14) into equation (5.1), we obtain finally 

the transition amplitude for the case of annulus topology explicitly; 

 Z[n,,  OF;  X  .  ,  q'] =  27r j  dtK(XtF, t;  Xti,  0)K(00F, t;  00/, 0) 

                                     o 

 (1-c)/2  xH nsinh(27rnt)1      { 
         nO0 . (5.15) 

              B. The minisuperspace Wheeler-DeWitt equation 

  We can easily show that the partition function for the zero mode and the one for the 

non-zero modes satisfy the Euclidean  Schrodinger equation individually; 

     ,-vsa 
             Ho°K(XtF, t;Nib0) =--a

tK(XtF, t; Xtsi, 0), 

                             I'fie'K(anilF,  t; an'Li, 0)  = ——aK(ati'LMt; anP110)(5.16) 
and 

 IV°  K(00F,t;  Oar, 0) =  --atK(OoF,t;  Oa  r  , 0), 

                        a 

                               t 
            Hon K (bnF, t;kJ, 0)  . —a—K (bnF, t; bni, 0). (5.17) 

The Hamiltonian operators  Hoxt,  Hoall,  ig° and  fttn are defined as follows. From the 

mode-expanded actions (5.9) and (5.13), we can rewrite the actions and Hamiltonians; 

                             t 

 Sxm  [X",  t] = Ida° Pxoickt + E Pan „ant'— HaxP (5.18) 

                            o 

 n#0 

and 
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                             t  Sct,[0,t] = .1 du°{130,4) + E  Pb„h. — Ht}, (5.19)                      Jo  nO0 

where 

 .11(fs, X          = -2 Px.APxop, +  E  {PanPanA — (27rn)2anAan,, } --- Ho ° +  E  Ho„,  nO0 

     irk = ___K p2 _i_ { pn:2° _ (27n)2b2n} ,__ Hp + E 413.. (5.20)          AA0 2 A 00 -1-- 

  [ 

 nO0  nO0 

In order to obtain the Hamiltonian operators, we replace the momentum by the differential 

operator. 

  We observe that the last term of the transition amplitude (5.15) becomes a number 

 only when we take c = 1. This means that there is no vibration of the string as stated 

before. Therefore only in the case of c = 1, we can show that the transition amplitude 

of the string universe obeys the minisuperspace Wheeler-DeWitt equation, by using the 

Euclidean  Schrodinger equations (5.16) and (5.17); 

 -110Z[XF  )  OF;  XI,  Chi =  (HP* +  HO)  Z  [XF  )  OF; XI,  0] 

                   =  (fic),(°  +  fiP)  Z[X  F,  OF;  X110] 
                             oo a

t 
                  =  —27rj.dt— {K(X0F,t;  X01,  0)K  (00F, t; 001)0)1 

                 0a 

                  = —27r [K(XFt; X00)K(0Ft;0°°                 0,,,,AO 

                 =  S(X0F —  Xor)6(00F —  00.0• (5.21) 

Here, in the case of c = 1, the reason why we could ignore the cosmological constant is 

clear by following the discussions in Ref. [31] [32]; the theory cut-off by the exponential 

interaction which originates from the cosmological constant may be identified with the free 

field theory with an appropriate renormalization. We do not have to take the modification 

of the Liouville field dynamics proposed by David and by Distler and Kawai [33] [34], when 

we only consider the annulus topology without cosmological constant. 
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  As is well known, the quantity  fInoo  nsinh(27rnt) in the Faddeev-Popov determinant 

diverges. If we regularize this quantity by using  C function, we obtain the well-known 

form 

 {dee  (141'0}112 =  27rt H  nsinh(2irnt)                                        .0 
 nO0 
                                                          (x)2 

                    = 27ri e-1H (1_„Tr.).                                                    (5.22) 
                                                      n=1 

This regularization is not important, because these divergent quantities are all cancelled 

out in the transition amplitude (5.15) in the case of c = 1. 

  On the other hand, if we take the  Dirichlet boundary condition for the conformal 

matter fields and the Liouville field, we obtain the transition amplitude; 

    z pc; , OF; XI %CM 

     = 27r j dtK(XtF, t; Xti-, 0)K(00F, t; qoi,  0) 11 n(3+0/2  {sinh(27rnt)}(1-c)/2 

             o 

                                                n$0 

    x expHE irn{ cosh(27rnt) (ani`FanFr, + an/an//c +  bntiFbnFA +  bnilibnip,) 
           no  sinh(27rn) 

                         —  (2an"Fan/A +  2bnAFbn/m) 1 .                 ] (5.23) 
The Dirichlet boundary condition is not suited even for the c = 1 case. One reason is that 

if we regularize the quantity  11,200 n2, it becomes zero and the transition amplitude given 

by equation (5.23) becomes meaningless. The other reason is as follows. In the  Dirichlet 

case, we are left with the non-zero modes of the conformal matter field and those of the 

Liouville field on the boundary. In addition, the factor  sinh-1(27rn) is cancelled out by the 

Faddeev-Popov determinant, and therefore the non-zero modes on the boundary cannot 

satisfy the Euclidean  Schrodinger equations (5.16), (5.17) by using the parts which do not 

cancel out. In this case, the transition amplitude (5.23) cannot obey the Wheeler-DeWitt 

equation. These are the reasons why we have chosen the Neumann boundary condition. 
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  Our result depends crucially on the fact that we have considered the case with the 

c = 1 conformal matter field. The situation for c 1 is beyond the scope of this discussion, 

because it is impossible to cancel out the vibrations of the non-zero modes. 
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                VI. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

  In this thesis, we have examined the validity of the minisuperspace in the context of 

quantum cosmology in 4 and 2 dimensions. 

  In 4 dimensions, we have investigated the stability of the Friedmann minisuperspace 

model by numerically solving the Wheeler-DeWitt equation [11]. In our analysis, a fixed 

mode number n is picked up and we considered only the scalar harmonics part. We can 

conclude that the minisuperspace is stable when the initial scale factor  ao of the universe is 

lager than several times the Planck length. The minisuperspace becomes unstable when  ao 

is about the Planck length. This result indicates that the minisuperspace approximation 

is meaningful in the region where the  WKB approximation works within the limitation 

of our analysis. 

 In"2 dimensions, we have pointed out that the canonical structure is absent [12] [16]. In 

order to eliminate the problematic term, we have taken a conformal gauge by concentrating 

on the case of annulus topology. In this gauge fixing, the modular parameter plays a role 

of the lapse function used in the minisuperspace  N = 0 gauge. We have obtained the 

transition amplitude of the string universe which obeys the minisuperspace Wheeler-

DeWitt equation. We have restricted ourselves to the case of the c = 1 conformal matter 

field and have imposed the Neumann boundary condition [12]. There may be other 

methods to avoid this problem, and it is worth investigating  different gauge fixing (for 

example Ref. [35] [36] [37]). 

  Especially in Ref. [36] or in Ref. [37], they obtain the reduced quantum mechanical 

action for the length of a  loop universe in the pure gravity. In Ref. [36], the proper-time 

gauge 

 1  0 
 gc,b(t, x)  = (6.1)               ( 0  -y(t,  x)) 
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is taken and the reduced action is derived by solving the momentum constrain T01 = 0. 

In Ref. [36], the temporal gauge 

                    1 +  /(t)2k(t,x)2  /(t)2k(t,x) 
     gab(t, x)  = (6.2) 

 l(t)2k(t,  x)  /(t)2 

is taken and the reduced action is derived as the difference of the Faddeev-Popov de-

terminant in the similar way to obtain the Liouville action. In these gauge fixings, the 

transition amplitude depends on the length of the boundary, and therefore it can be said 

that the minisuperspace is exact in the pure gravity. Their results is natural, because the 

above situation is expected only in the case of the pure gravity. In general, when we take 

into account of the conformal matter field coupled to the two-dimensional gravity, it is 

possible to consider another arguments of the transition amplitude except the length of 

the boundary. Our result may depend on the speciality of the case of c = 1. We should 

remark that the Wheeler-DeWitt equation derived in this thesis may be related to the 

moduli invariance. 
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    APPENDIX A: EUCLIDEAN PATH INTEGRAL IN 4 DIMENSIONS 

  In the  Euclidean signature, the ADM (1 + 3) decomposition form of 4-metric is 

         ds2 =  ArZdr2 +  hi;  (/qc/T + dxi)  (ArLdr +  dxj) 

                +  NEiArt,d7-2  +2NEidxidr+  hiaclxidxj.  (A1) 

Here we use the relations 

 T  =  it,  NE  =  N,  iNE  =  Ni, 

 iKE  =  ,  iI  =  S. (A2) 

From these relations, we obtain the Euclidean action; 

 /  =  /9  +  /,„ (A3) 

where 

            I9 16
~r m2  fimdix,5(R_ 2A) +  2  fam&x•ViiKEI 

                     in2              = NIdrcl3xV11,N {IfEji—(3)ft 2A}  ,                 167r 
             1             In,=7 d4xfruat,10,(1)-I-m241121. 

  2(A4) 

By using this action, we define the Euclidean path integral 

                     [Dg„,]         4111/1.i'(1)"; 43]  = J voi(Gaugo[vI]e-I`gPv'4.1 

                  fpNilphiiipcs[isTA —  Xi`]  Ax  e-I[9pv,(11. (A5) 

   APPENDIX B: THE DEFINITION AND THE NORMALIZATION OF 

                       HARMONICS 

  The scalar spherical harmonics  Q17,(X,  0,  (p) are defined as 
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 QL(X,  0,  So) =  lli(X)11.(0,  So),  (B1) 

where  111/(x) are the Fock harmonics [38] [39] and Yi„,(0 ,(p) are the spherical harmonics 

on  82. The scalar harmonics  Q1/7,, are the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian operator on S3, 

 (2(n12  jk  =  —(n2  _  1)Q(n) n =  1,  2,  ,                                           (B2) 

The spherical harmonics  Q7/1„,, constitute a complete orthogonal set for the expansion of 

any scalar function on S3. 

  The transverse vector harmonics  SP)(x,  8,(p) are the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian 

operator on S3, 

                     `--32 lkik  =  _(n2 2)sin),  n  =  2,3, 

     SP)=  O. (B3) 

The exact expressions of  SI  n) are given in Ref. [39] and  SP) are classified by as odd (o) or 

even (e) parts using a parity transformation. The third vector harmonics  Pi are defined 

by the scalar harmonics  Q7L, 

 1  
          Pa  (

n2  —  n  =  2,3,- (B4) 

and satisfy 

                         D.(n)ik1k  _ _(n2 _ 3)piN, 

 p(n)  1= =  _Q                                           (B5) 

The three types of vector harmonics  S,H,  SP) and  Pi constitute a complete orthogonal 

set for any vector function on  S3. 

  The transverse traceless tensor harmonics  G17) are the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian 

operators on S3 which are transverse and traceless, 
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                 Gt°1/1,k  =  —(n2  —  3)G.7),  n  =  3,  4,  • 
 Gt)  =  0, 

     =  0. (B6) 

They are also classified as odd  GIP or even  GW parts. Explicit expressions for  G.(;) and 
 G.1.7) are given in Ref. [39]. The traceless tensor harmonics S,;) and S.;) are defined, both 

for odd and even, by 

             Sij =  Silj  Sjii (B7) 

and they satisfy 

                             = —(n2 —  4)Si, 

 =  0, 

 Sijkik =  —(n2 — (B8) 

The two tensors  Qii and  Pij are defined by the scalar harmonics, 

            Qij 1                    =-3S2ijQ)  n  =  1,  2,  •  •  , 

       1  1 
              Pi3 = (

n2 — 1)  Qiij  +  3 QijQ, n =  2,  3,  •  • (B9) 

and satisfy the following equations, 

                   =  4n2 
                           = —(n2  — 7)pii, 

                       Pijl Z' 2               =
32(n— 4)Q.  (B10) 

The six tensor harmonics  GW,  G1;),  Qii and  Pij constitute a complete orthog-

onal set for any symmetric second rank tensor function on  S3. 
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  The normalization and the orthogonality relations are described by the following equa-

tions, 

                                         = SnniSmmiSui, 

 dit(Pi)ilm(Pi)P'm, =  
n21   1  SnniSmneSh'I 

                                 ni=2(n2 —4)s„,„, smnesip,                               3(n2 — 1) 

               f dit(Sam(Sia)K,,, = 2(n2 —  4)5nn'  SmmiSiv, 
 clia(Gan(Gij)71m, = Onn' Smm,Sw,  (B11) 

where  dit is a integration measure on S3, 

 dp  =  dx3(det  SZii)1/2 

              =  sin  OdxdOchp. (B12) 

The reader may find further details on the harmonics in Ref. [38] and Ref. [39]. 

   APPENDIX C: THE CONJUGATE MOMENTA IN THE PERTURBED 

            FRIEDMANN MINISUPERSPACE MODEL 

  Here we give the full expression for the conjugate momenta to a,  0,  an,  bn,  cn,  do and 

fn. 

      = 53aE{4(n2  —  4) 
    O+_aan• 

                                     bnbn4(n2 — 4)CylnLidn(in       Nn+(
n2 — 1) 

               3 6(n2 — 4) 2        +a E  bn 6(n2 — 4)c2,, 6d2n} 
               2 (n2 — 1) 

                          1 

 +Egn fan + &pan  —gn) +"n1 7 
         e3a 3 , 4(n2 — 4) 2       = > {3anin + (—a- bn — 4(n2 — 4)4, — 4d2m)      No 2 n (n2 — 1) 

 +E {(k.g!—gn+ 3an(i)) —Caknfn}  (Cl) 
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and 

                        e3a\1  Iran = —Nan +Vingn)3Caftn} 

                              o 

 e3°  (n2 4) {bn4a*bn——e1—a                          kn}  7rbn= 
 No (n2 — 1)3 

 e3a  7tcn =  — No (n2 — 4) {Cnilacn —  e—"ja}  , 
             7rddn=—n4cWn} , 

 No 

                               e3a            7rfn =  No{fn + 0 (3angn)} • (C2) 
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Fig.(1); The wave function W of the universe in a 
case n=2, a0=20,  mass=0. The figure shows the  do 

and a ( scale  factor  ) dependence of  W.

Fig.(2); The wave function  'P of the universe in a case 
n=2, a0=2,  mass=0.



Fig.(3); The exponential growth of the wave function 
 'P of the universe of the minisuperspace model without 

matter fields  (  where a is a scale factor of the universe 
and  ao  =1).

Fig.(4); The evolution of  A  di, with respect to the scale 
factor ( a—a0) in a case n=5,  mass=0.
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Table.(1); The above table classifies whether minisuperspace is 
stabel or not ( with respect to the intial value of the scale factor 
and the mode number n). The notation 0 X or A 
means that minisuperspace is stable, unstable or critical 

respectively.

ao 1 5 10

1

2

3

5

10  0  0
15  0 0
20 0  0

Table.(2); The above table classifies whether minisuperspace is 
stabel or not  (  with respect to the intial value of the scale factor 
and the mass parameter m). The notation  0 ,  x or A 
means that minisuperspace is stable, unstable or critical 

respectively.




